Nonequilibrium conditions due to either allopatry followed by secondary contact or recent range expansion can confound measurements of gene flow among populations in previously glaciated regions. We determined the scale at which gene flow can be estimated among breeding aggregations of bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) at the northern limit of their range in Ontario, Canada, using seven highly polymorphic DNA microsatellite loci. We first identified breeding aggregations that likely share a common history, determined from the pattern of allelic richness, factorial correspondence analysis, and a previously published mtDNA phylogeography, and then tested for regional equilibrium by evaluating the association between pairwise F ST and geographic distance. Regional breeding aggregations in eastern Ontario separated by Ͻ100 km were determined to be at or near equilibrium. High levels of gene flow were measured using traditional F-statistics and likelihood estimates of Nm. Similarly high levels of recent migration (past one to three generations) were estimated among the breeding aggregations using nonequilibrium methods. We also show that, in many cases, breeding aggregations separated by up to tens of kilometers are not genetically distinct enough to be considered separate genetic populations. These results have important implications both for the identification of independent "populations" and in assessing the effect of scale in detecting patterns of genetic equilibrium and gene flow.
A major and often untested assumption in many studor estimated and interpreted gene flow despite evidence of nonequilibrium conditions (e.g., Driscoll 1998; ies of genetic structure is that populations are at equilibrium for the reduction of variation through drift Lougheed et al. 1999; Congdon et al. 2000; Walker et al. 2001; Friesen et al. 2002; Bittner and King 2003) . and the replacement of variation from migration (Wright 1969) . Species from temperate regions are arguably the The importance of equilibrium is reflected in the fact that drift and migration jointly affect genetic differentiabest represented in studies of the scale and extent of gene flow, despite the fact that current population getion in the product Nm (the effective number of migrants per generation), where drift is proportional to netic structure is often confounded by historical events. This means that a number of assumptions, of particular 1/N, and N is the effective population size. Testing importance being that populations are at equilibrium the assumption of equilibrium under Wright's (1931) for drift and migration, may be violated due to lingering infinite island model is difficult, if not impossible (Pogeffects of range expansion, secondary contact, and geoson et al. 2001) . However, for many species dispersal is graphic scale. The impacts of potential confounds will constrained by distance, and Kimura's (1953) steppingdepend on the characteristics of the organism under stone model makes possible the identification of potenstudy (e.g., effective population size, generation time, tial equilibrium conditions through patterns of isoladispersal ability), the scale at which gene flow is meation by distance. sured, and the portion of the range considered (e.g.,
Amphibians have a number of life-history attributes previously vs. never glaciated). Although the importhat make them excellent candidates for testing for the tance of testing for nonequilibrium conditions is well scale and extent of gene flow. Amphibians typically have established (Templeton and Georgiadis 1996; Tem- low vagility related to their small size and saltatory mode pleton 1998; Hutchinson and Templeton 1999; Pogof locomotion on land and, in many species, to their son et al. 2001) , numerous studies either failed to test presumed high level of philopatry to breeding sites that for this condition before estimating levels of gene flow are often patchily distributed (e.g., Berven and Grudzien 1990; Driscoll 1997). Thus, gene flow is likely to be limited by distance (e.g., Barber 1999; Storfer of 1998-2000. Toe-clips were obtained from 753 R. catesbeiana Peter 2001; Pilliod et al. 2002) . However, few if any from 28 sites across southern Ontario (mean ϭ 26.9, SD ϭ are of the duration and scale necessary to confidently 8.5; Table 1 ). These included aggregations sampled along determine levels of gene flow because of the low probaparallel watersheds in the Madawaska Highlands for examinbility of detecting long-distance dispersers (Slatkin ing fine geographic scale population structure (Figure 1, inset) . We also sampled regionally peripheral (relative to the 1985; Koenig et al. 1996) and the inability to evaluate the Madawaska samples) pairs of breeding aggregations in eastern establishment of dispersing alleles in new populations.
Ontario, as well as representative locations from southwestern
The North American bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana) is a Ontario (Figure 1 ; Table 1 ). We use the term "regional" simply widely distributed species native to central and eastern to refer to a set of samples within an arbitrarily defined geoNorth America, as far north as 47Њ (Conant and Colgraphic area (see Hutchinson and Templeton 1999) . Genotypic data and testing for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium lins 1998). R. catesbeiana is highly aquatic, requiring perand linkage disequilibrium: Genomic DNA was extracted using manent water bodies for reproduction, foraging, and the Dneasy tissue kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA), and samples over-wintering (Graves and Anderson 1987) . However, were screened for variation at seven highly polymorphic R.
they are frequently encountered on land some distance catesbeiana microsatellite loci as described elsewhere (Austin from permanent aquatic habitat (e.g., hundreds of meet al. 2003) . We tested the null hypothesis of random union of gametes between pairs of loci within sample locations using ters; J. D. Austin, personal observation; R. Segel, per- Hendrie et al. 1998) . P-values were Bonferroni corrected movement distances can span kilometers (Raney 1940;  for multiple tests (Rice 1989 For the present study focused on Ontario populations influence of population isolation on microsatellite allelic variation by examining the apportionment of allelic richness across of R. catesbeiana, our primary objectives were to deter- gene flow) influences on population genetic structure We estimated r(g ), the number of alleles found within g at microsatellite loci; (2) the geographic scale that gene sampled genes using the rarefaction method of Hurlbert (1971) . Petit et al. (1998) devised a method to partition flow can be measured accurately [i.e., the scale at which the contribution of each population to the total r(g ) into we can assume (i) equilibrium or (ii) a limited effect components relating to the diversity of the population and to on genetic structure from mutation]; and (3) the extent the divergence of that population from other populations.
of gene flow at the appropriate geographic scale.
We excluded KA, HA, and MH (see Table 1 for definitions) because of small sample sizes and calculated r(g ) using CON-TRIB (available online at www.pierroton.inra.fr/genetics/ labo/Software/Contrib). FCA (implemented using GENE-MATERIALS AND METHODS TIX) conducted on all 28 locations revealed that alleles at two locations were driving the global pattern of variation (see Sampling: R. catesbeiana are most conspicuous during the breeding season, forming breeding aggregations when males results). Removal of these samples further revealed the influential effect of southwest samples on the global pattern. congregate in choruses, and females arrive asynchronously to choose mates (Howard 1978 (Howard , 1988 . Breeding aggregations On the basis of the results from the analyses of allelic richness and FCA (see below) we restricted subsequent analyses to were sampled across southern Ontario during May and June Slatkin (1993) and Rousset (1997) methods of estimating demographic pacommon postglacial history.
Determining the scale of regional genetic equilibrium: Unrameters is probably more appropriate over limited geographic distances, defined by the variance in gene dispersal der a stepping-stone model of gene flow (Kimura 1953; Kimura and Weiss 1964) , isolation by distance (IBD) is generally exand mutation rate (Rousset 1997) . Therefore, confidence in the assumption of equilibrium (and for a low mutation rate pected under conditions of population equilibrium for drift and migration (Malécot 1955) . A number of methods have effect, i.e., Ӷ m ) over the geographic scale being considered should be a priority before estimating demographic paramebeen suggested for identifying IBD (Slatkin 1993; Rousset 1997; Hutchinson and Templeton 1999) . These methods ters or Nm. We used (an estimator of F ST ; Weir and Cockerham vary in their assumptions and objectives; the former methods are used primarily to estimate demographic parameters (e.g., 1984) to quantify pairwise genetic relationships. Geographic distances were calculated as greater circle distances using R genetic neighborhood size), while the Hutchinson and Templeton method tests specific predictions related to IBD. For PACKAGE version 4.0 (Casgrain and Legendre 2001). The significance of the correlations between pairwise and geoexample, assuming populations over all distance classes are at equilibrium and that there is a negligible impact of mutation graphic distance was determined using Mantel's tests (Mantel 1967) as implemented in IBD version 1.5 (Bohonak 2002) relative to migration (i.e., Ӷ m ), we would predict a positive, monotonic relationship between population differentiation running 10,000 permutations. We also used a permutation procedure (RESAMPLING STATS EXCEL ADD-IN version (e.g., F ST ) and geographic distance (Hutchinson and Templeton 1999) , because at close proximity (barring geographic 2.0, available online at http:/ /www.resample.com) to construct confidence intervals to test (i) whether the regression slopes or ecological barriers), populations should be less differentiated than farther apart populations. As geographic distances differed significantly from zero for vs. distance and (ii) whether the absolute values of the residuals from i increased and population differentiation increase, so too should the variance around estimates of F ST . Although each of the prewith distance (i.e., slope Ͼ 0). Our method randomly sampled 10,000 data sets, holding sample sizes constant, from which viously mentioned methods works well for estimating the significance of the relationship between genetic and distance new slopes were estimated and compared to the original slope reflecting biological reality; however, hidden population structure may confound traditional estimates of genetic structure (Weir 1996) . For example, using breeding aggregations as the predefined "population" unit may or may not accurately reflect true population structure. To test the assumption that distinct breeding aggregations represent independent genetic populations we used a Bayesian inference procedure that assesses the plausibility of structure for all population combinations based on the genetic data. The program BAPS version 1.3 (Corander et al. 2003) treats the allele frequencies and the predefined number of populations as random variables and jointly calculates the posterior distributions of the population structure and allele frequencies. Uncertainty of the predefined population structure (i.e., the probability that allele frequencies are the same) is estimated for all pairwise population comparisons, and final posterior likelihood(s) of population structure is estimated. Finally, an estimate of F ST (Nei 1977 ) is calculated as a weighted average over the probabilities of different estimated population configurations. For each run the lower bound for posterior probability for structure was set at 0.01 (i.e., hidden structure with a posterior probability of Ͼ0.01 would be detected). For the Madawaska locations we omitted the smaller sample sizes (KA, MH, and HA) from this calculation, estimating population structure and F ST on the remaining eight populations.
Likelihood estimate of population structure and gene flow: We applied the likelihood approach implemented in MI-GRATE version 1.6.9 (Beerli 2002) to estimate the direction and magnitude of gene flow between pairs of breeding aggregations. MIGRATE assumes that populations are at drift-migration equilibrium and that each has had constant size and migration between population pairs over the coalescent period (‫4ف‬N e generations). However, unlike F-statistics, this method allows for Figure 1 .
-Geographic locations of sampled Rana catesbei-
the possibility of nonsymmetrical migration and differences ana breeding aggregations in southern Ontario. Inset, series in population sizes, both biologically realistic scenarios. MIof 11 aggregations sampled in the southern portion of the GRATE jointly estimates the effective population sizes and Madawaska Highlands region. Locations are defined in Table  migration rates between pairs of populations by estimating 1. Asterisks indicate Ontario populations where mtDNA haploallele genealogies and then approximates the sum of probabilitypes have been genotyped (Austin et al. 2004) .
ties across possible genealogies using Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. MCMC concentrates the sampling in areas of the coalescent space that contribute most to the final likelihood and ignores genealovalues. If Ͼ5% of the resampled slopes were less than or equal gies that contribute little to the final likelihood (Beerli and to zero, the null hypothesis of a slope of zero could not be Felsenstein 2001). For a given run, MIGRATE provides a rejected.
likelihood-based value for 4Nm, which we simply divided by After estimating an appropriate scale at which to confidently four for comparative purposes. estimate Nm, we compared slopes (estimated using IBD) beParameters for the Madawaska Highlands (Figure 1 , inset) tween straight-line geographic distances and major aquatic were estimated using MIGRATE mounted on a symmetric corridors within the Madawaska Highlands breeding aggregamultiprocessor consisting of eight SunFire 6800 servers runtions (Figure 1 , inset) to determine whether gene flow was ning the Solaris 9 operating environment. Regional subsets structured differently on the basis of these geographic meaof populations in eastern Ontario (Table 1) were calculated sures.
separately on MacIntosh computers operating OSX 10.2.5.
Traditional estimates of population structure and gene flow:
We relied on default search settings (10 short chains of 10,000 We used Wright's (1969) approximation to quantify average sampled, 500 recorded, followed by 3 long chains of 100,000 levels of gene flow among regional samples. F ST was calculated sampled, 5000 recorded) but implemented four-chain heating two ways: First, global (Weir and Cockerham 1984) was (Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo), which swaps estimated within regional groupings. Within the Madawaska between simultaneously run neighboring chains along a temand Pembroke regions (the two regions with more than two perature gradient, "hotter" chains sampling more parameter samples), we also calculated pairwise to compare estimates space than "colder" chains. This method permits the exploraof Nm [Nm ϭ 0.25(1/F ST Ϫ 1)] with the maximum-likelihood tion of the very large "data space" and improves confidence estimates of pairwise Nm (see below). Although global F-statisinterval estimation (Beerli 2002). Temperatures were set at tics are more conservative than their pairwise counterparts 1, 1.5, 3, and 6, with interval swapping set to one. We used because of the assumption of an infinite number of populathe Brownian motion approximation to the ladder model tions (but see Neigel 2002), pairwise estimates relax the as- (Ohta and Kimura 1973) and assumed equal mutation rates sumption of equal migration among island populations (beamong loci. We ran MIGRATE a minimum of four times per cause by definition migration is calculated between two data set to verify that final chains were estimating the same populations only).
ML values for ⌰ (i.e., population size) and 4Nm (as determined Bayesian estimate of population structure: Traditional by overlapping 95% confidence intervals). For each run we F-statistics rely on a predefined population organization, sometimes driven by the exigencies of field sampling rather than changed the random number seed and the starting values of ⌰ and 4Nm. The first run estimated ⌰ and 4Nm from F ST - richness reflected a disproportionate amount of differentiation attributed to breeding aggregations sampled from the southwestern portion of Ontario (Figure 2 ).
RESULTS
These populations accounted for much of the total allelic richness assayed, and many of these populations Following Bonferroni correction, only 2 of the 589 pairwise tests for linkage disequilibrium were signifi-(SC, BC, NI, and AM) had divergent mtDNA lineages relative to eastern (GI, PR, ML, and BG) populations cant; those 2 tests involved different loci comparisons and occurred in different breeding aggregations, sug-(see Figure 1 and Austin et al. 2004) . Although not conclusive, these results suggest that the pattern of algesting that assayed loci likely evolve independently. Seven of 196 tests of heterozygote deficiency were siglelic richness may be, in part, structured by past isolation, rather than simply being due to geographic proxnificant: 3 for locus J11 (MC, WA, and BG), 3 for J44b (EB, KA, and ML), and 1 for J3-2 (GI). The frequency imity. FCA on all 28 samples revealed two prominent outliof heterozygote deficiency for J11 and J44b may be due to nonamplifying alleles (Callen et al. 1993 ) or in at ers (NI and MC) and identified allelic information con- tributing to this pattern. FCA axis 1 explained 16% of 2, Table 1 ), together with the historical evidence for integration of refugial mtDNA lineages in the southwestthe variance associated with the relationship between alleles and breeding aggregations. Six alleles strongly ern portion of Ontario (Austin et al. 2004) , it is apparent that populations across such a large geographic scale contributed to the first factorial axis ( J54 *89, J54 *101, J41*135, J44b *77, J21*175, and J3-2 *158). These aldo not share a common population history, an important assumption when testing for scale and pattern of leles were globally rare (all Ͻ2% occurrence), although they occurred in high frequency in NI (45, 33, 25, 29, gene flow. Therefore, we restricted the subsequent analyses to 22 populations in the eastern portion of the 20, and 40%, respectively). The second axis explained ‫%8ف‬ of the variance and was attributable primarily to sampled range, omitting populations SC, BC, NI, PR, LJ, and AM. the contribution of two alleles: J8 *86 was a private allele accounting for 33% of the variation at this locus in Scale of regional equilibrium: For the remaining populations pairwise and geographic distances were MC; J21*157 was globally rare (Ͻ1%), accounting for 22% of the variance at this locus in MC, and occurred strongly correlated (r ϭ 0.723, P Ͻ 0.001; slope ϭ 0.00066, P Ͻ 0.001, Figure 4A ). The degree of scatter only once in a neighboring breeding sample (HA). This latter result was intriguing given that MC is geographialso increased positively with geographic distance (r ϭ 0.305, P Ͻ 0.01; slope ϭ 0.00012, P Ͻ 0.001, Figure  cally close to a number of sampled locations (Figure 1 ; Table 3 ). Reanalysis omitting NI and MC resulted in 4B). However, one attribute of this approach to examining the geographic scale of equilibrium is that it is possithe first three axes representing similar amounts of the total variation (11, 10, and 8%, respectively), with few ble to identify patterns that may reflect differing roles for gene flow and drift over different distances (Hutchsamples providing large absolute and relative contributions to these axes. Axis 1 was influenced by populations inson and Templeton 1999) or the possible impact of high mutation rates confounding divergence estimates. BC and SC, axis 2 by LJ (Figure 3 ), and axis 3 by WA and HB. FCA identified five alleles that had the highest Because our within-region comparisons (Table 1) were all separated by Ͻ100 km, we examined the pattern absolute contribution to and whose pattern of variation was best represented by (i.e., highest relative contribuof IBD on the first 100-and second 100-km distance classes separately to determine whether our assumptions tion to) factorial axis 1: J11*110, J3-2 *146, J44b *77, J54 *109, and J8 *90. Axis 2 had contributions predomiof equilibrium would be met if Nm were estimated among regions. This was also done because of an inconnantly from J8 *118 and J21*171; and axis 3, from J44b *103, J21*173, and J11*126. Few of these alleles sistent distribution of points between the first and last 100 km (Figure 4) . The correlation between populahad low global frequencies relative to those discussed above, and none were private alleles (allele frequencies tions separated by Ͻ100 km remained highly significant (r ϭ 0.637, P Ͻ 0.01, n ϭ 156) and the permutation are available at http://biology.queensu.ca/ෂlougheed/ publications.htm).
analysis of the slope was significantly greater than zero (slope ϭ 0.00065, P Ͻ 0.0001). This was also true for On the basis of the pattern of population distribution depicted in the FCA, as well as the relative contributions the degree of scatter (r ϭ 0.36, P Ͻ 0.01; slope ϭ 0.00017, P Ͻ 0.0001). Populations separated by Ͼ100 of southwestern populations to allelic diversity (Figure km were also significantly correlated with pairwise geoan appropriate, conservative approach is to restrict estimates of gene flow to within regional groups, where the graphic distance (r ϭ 0.172, P Ͻ 0.05, n ϭ 54; slope ϭ 0.00041, P Ͻ 0.01); however, the relationship between assumptions of genetic equilibrium, common population histories, and a lack of mutation effect in highly residual scatter and distance no longer fit predictions of equilibrium (r ϭ 0.046, P Ͼ 0.05; slope ϭ Ϫ0.00009, variable markers appear unlikely to be violated. Patterns of gene flow: Among the Madawaska High-P Ͼ 0.05).
One possibility explaining the difference between dislands sample locations (Figure 1, inset) , both geographic (i.e., straight-line distance) and aquatic distance classes is the unequal sample sizes being used to estimate confidence in slopes. We tested this by rantances were significantly correlated with (straight-line r ϭ 0.574, P Ͻ 0.01; aquatic r ϭ 0.511, P Ͻ 0.01). The domly sampling 54 points from the total set of 156 observations within the first 100-km distance class, runslopes of the regressions were not significantly different (straight-line slope ϭ 0.73, 95% C.I. 0.35-1.06; aquatic ning 10,000 permutations and reestimating the slope of each. All 10,000 permutated data sets had slopes slope ϭ 0.59, 95% C.I. 0.32-0.89), suggesting that aquatic connectivity does not underlie genetic structure greater than zero, suggesting that the pattern cannot be explained simply by the larger number of data points at this geographic scale. Pairwise estimates of resulted in Nm estimates rangin the 1-to 100-km distance class.
The effect of the nonlinear pattern is also evident in ing from 2 to 92 migrants per generation among populations within the Madawaska region (Table 3 ) and 2 to the linearized vs. ln distance graph ( Figure 4C ), where the observed slope appears to be inflated (potentially 16 migrants per generation between populations from the remaining regional comparisons ( Figure 5 ). Within inflating the inferred demographic parameters) due to the nonlinear pattern across all distance classes. Given the Madawaska region, extremely high Nm values (Ͼ10) were often (but not exclusively) associated with small the evidence, our data reflect a lack of equilibrium across all distance classes and/or an increased effect of samples (MH, HA, and KA).
Results from the Bayesian analysis of population strucmutation between populations separated by Ͼ ‫001ف‬ km. Because of the regional structuring of our samples, ture of the eight large Madawaska Highland breeding high (0.999) probability (Table 4) . DA is peripherally isolated from the other breeding aggregations ( Figure  1) , and MC differs in allele frequency from the other of populations (Table 4 ). The posterior value of F ST populations (see above). The posterior value of global among Pembroke sites was 0.045 (Nm ϭ 5.3), compared F ST among Madawaska sites was 0.059, corresponding with the global of 0.067 (Nm ϭ 3.5). All Nm estimates, to an Nm of 3.99. The corresponding global (calcubased on or Bayesian population structure, were Ͼ2.6 lated over the same eight predefined populations) was migrants per generation, suggesting moderate to high 0.047 (Nm ϭ 5.1). levels of gene flow over scales of 2-20 km. Bayesian estimates of population structure varied from Analyses based on coalescent theory indicated moderregion to region. Breeding aggregations within both the ate levels of gene flow between most aggregation pairs SLINP and the Perth region appear to have indepenfrom the Madawaska Highlands (Table 5) . Unidirecdent genetic population structures with a high posterior tional Nm estimates ranged from less than one to greater probability of Ͼ0.999 (Table 4 ). In contrast, breeding than six. Of the 55 pairwise comparisons, 41 had asymaggregations from the Bancroft region and QUBS have a metrical Nm values, meaning the 95% confidence intercommon population structure with high posterior probvals around estimates of Nm did not overlap between abilities (0.998 and 0.999, respectively). Finally, the Pempairs of breeding aggregations. Most aggregations alterbroke locations resulted in a single partition with a high nated between being a net "gainer" of immigrants (i.e., significantly larger incoming Nm values) and a net "proprobability (0.999) that contained two distinct clusters ducer" of emigrants, depending on the breeding aggreNm Ͼ6; Table 5 ). Unlike pairwise estimates based on F ST where the interdependence of populations often gation to which it was compared. None displayed entirely symmetrical migration patterns across comparisons, and strongly violates the validity of pairwise comparisons (Fu et al. 2003) , the coalescent method implemented in only MH had exclusively larger immigration values across comparisons. As expected likelihood estimates MIGRATE estimates the migration rate (M) and population size (⌰) directly, allowing for the summation across of Nm were weakly negatively correlated with distance (excluding MH, KA, and HA comparisons; r ϭ Ϫ0.17, all immigration possible. However, the accuracy of these summations may depend on the number of populations P Ͻ 0.05), depicting a general pattern of IBD, but also demonstrating that asymmetries in Nm, particularly at included, as having too few sampled locations (e.g., less than four or five) may result in inflated population shorter distances (not shown) can decrease the correlative pattern identified from pairwise . size estimates, thereby inflating Nm (see below; Beerli 2004). Although pairwise Nm appear lower for likelihood estimates relative to or Bayesian estimates of F ST , the Results from other regional pairs of aggregations are illustrated in Figure 5A . Gene flow was asymmetrical in overall immigration rates into individual Madawaska breeding aggregations (summing across pairwise likelithree of seven pairwise comparisons (CI-TB, TM-MB, and HZ-ML). Within the Pembroke region, likelihood hood Nm values) reflect high levels of gene flow (all Location codes within parentheses represent nondistinct genetic groupings. Within each region, no other combinations of breeding aggregations had a probability Ͼ0.01. Posterior probability-derived F ST was calculated after Nei (1977) .
estimates of Nm were high between distant locations reflects the lack of genetic structure detected by the Bayesian analysis (see below). HZ and WL ( Figure 5C ), in contrast to or Bayesian
As for likelihood estimates of Nm, patterns of recent estimates of F ST and recent migration, each of which migration were often asymmetrical between pairs of detected high migration values between neighboring breeding aggregations, and the pattern of asymmetry breeding aggregations HZ and ML. This discrepancy was frequently different from that of likelehood estimay be related to the effect of under-sampling the global mates of Nm (Tables 5 and 6, Figure 5 ). In all cases population on estimates of ⌰ (Beerli 2004). Estimated in which stable estimates of migration were obtained, demographic sizes of both HZ and WL are considerably results suggest that where recent migration was desmaller than that of ML (Ontario Ministry of Natural tected, it appeared to be very high ‫)%03ف(‬ or very low Resources, unpublished data), although the estimates (Ͻ3%). of ⌰ are larger than that in ML ( Figure 5 ). When the number of sampled populations is few (i.e., 2 or 3; Beerli 2004), the effect of unsampled populations on (Table 5 ). The addition of a "ghost Slatkin 1985) ] has been critical to understanding patpopulation" to these smaller regional data sets would terns of gene flow in natural populations due to the likely reduce any upward bias in these estimates of Nm relative ease of collecting large amounts of data from (Beerli 2004), although the results from the larger an array of organisms and to the challenges of detecting Madawaska data set would be unlikely to change signifilong-distance dispersal (let alone gene flow) using dicantly given the robust behavior of the coalescent rect (e.g., mark-recapture) methods (Slatkin 1985 ; method with a small sample of the "global" population Koenig et al. 1996) . However, despite its wide use, F ST - ( and Bayesian some migration rates still varied highly between analyses approaches (Wilson and Rannala 2003) permit the after four runs. We reran the Madawaska data set, inuse of more complex and "biologically realistic" models creasing the number of iterations to 10 ϫ 10 6 and disthat do not share the same interdependence among carding the first 7 ϫ 10 6 . After three runs, results continsamples. However, their application has yet to find wide ued to be inconsistent for the same locations (i.e., MP, use (but see Congdon et al. 2000; Friesen et al. 2002; EB, MR, and MI) 
with estimated migrants varying from
Bittner and King 2003) due primarily to their computational demands and the limited understanding of 1 to 34% between runs (Table 6 ). This result likely Shown are maximum-likelihood estimates and 95% C.I.s of ⌰ and maximum-likelihood estimates of effective number of migrants (Nm) into population i. Migration occurs from populations at top into populations in left column. Total Nm → i is the total estimated migration into population i (sum of all Nm → I, see text).
their robustness to violations of the underlying likelimates and are likely more accurate, assuming potential confounds and major assumptions are addressed (see hood and Bayesian models (Neigel 2002) . Our results show that these methods appear to provide more precise below). The pairwise estimates of Nm based on F ST within the estimates of genetic structure than do traditional esti- Shown are mean (SD) migration rates between Madawaska region locations calculated from three independent runs of 10 ϫ 10 6 iterations, discarding the initial 7 ϫ 10 6
. Underlined values (diagonal) are the average proportion of individuals derived from the source location. Locations with varying values between runs (SD Ͼ 0.05) are italicized.
Madawaska region were almost always Ͼ4. However, the Finally, global estimates based on were not consistently related to those based on Bayesian estimates of relationship between F ST and Nm is nonlinear, and small values of F ST result in Nm estimates that have very high population structure. Although both are related to F ST , Bayesian estimates presumably reflect the "true" populavariance (Whitlock and McCauley 1999) . In other words, Nm Ͼ 4 cannot be interpreted other than "Nm Ͼ tion structure better than breeding aggregations do. Both methods assume symmetrical patterns of gene flow 4." Because likelihood values are not based on F ST it is more likely that large values of Nm can be interpreted and equal population size, and both likely underestimate the extent of migration. as more precise estimates of Nm. In the smaller regional comparisons, likelihood estimates of Nm were generally Overall it appears that the likelihood method should provide more accurate estimates of Nm than F ST -based higher than those from the Madawaska region. As mentioned above, this likely reflects the influence of sammethods. Although both assume the global population has been adequately sampled, the coalescent method pling only two or three locations. The addition of more samples would improve these estimates, although not appears more robust to violations of this assumption, particularly if more than a few populations are sampled. many would be required because the coalescent method is fairly robust with only a few sampled populations This greater accuracy is also pronounced if gene flow is asymmetrical, as is likely the case in many organisms. (Beerli 2004) . The relationship between the number of populations and the upward bias in Nm values is also
The method is also precise (i.e., small confidence intervals) with even a few loci, and over a greater range of related to the migration rate; in a high-migration system, as appears to be the case with R. catesbeiana, the upward Nm. Likelihood also provides much more information than traditional methods. However, inferences from bias is likely increased (Beerli 2004 (Templeton 1998 ).
Comparing longer-term gene flow (defined as averaged sampling will be required to adequately determine the scale and extent of admixture in R. catesbeiana relative to gene flow between populations over the past n generations at which populations were at equilibrium) with reother species in this important phylogeographic region (e.g., Austin et al. 2002; Zamudio and Savage 2003) .
cent migration is valuable as it may provide confidence in historical estimates (if congruent patterns exist). AlRange expansion: The influence of history is apparent not only in the mixing of separate refugial lineages ternatively, if confidence in the Nm estimates is justified, differences in the geographic pattern of Nm vs. m, as coming into secondary contact, but also in the imprint of recent range expansion. Rapid leading-edge dispersal estimated here, may be used to examine the effect of recent natural or anthropogenic changes to the landof colonizing individuals should result in repeated bottlenecks and genetic homogenization over large geoscape. In this sense, the hierarchical temporal approaches to examining patterns of gene flow and migragraphic areas (Hewitt 1996) . Numerous empirical studies suggest that northern temperate populations are tion or gene flow with direct estimates of dispersal are highly complimentary. likely not at equilibrium (e.g., King and Lawson 1995; Comes and Abbott 1998; Hutchinson and TemMigration rates between some pairs of R. catesbeiana populations were often asymmetrical and large, repleton 1999; Latta and Mitton 1999; Bittner and King 2003) due to insufficient time since colonization.
flecting direct estimates of dispersal in ranid frogs that suggest seasonal movement over a scale of kilometers The time to reach drift-migration equilibrium depends primarily on the migration rate (proportional to 1/m) (e.g., Marsh and Trenham 2001; Pilliod et al. 2002) . Assuming some of the direct estimates of dispersal transor the effective population size, whichever is greatest (Slatkin 1994) . Given the effective population sizes late into gene flow, breeding aggregations separated by only a few kilometers may often not represent indepenand high migration rates detected in R. catesbeiana populations (Table 5 and 6; Figure 5 ), the scale of equilibdent populations. This conclusion is supported by our results from the Bayesian analysis of population strucrium inferred here could have been reached over the period since eastern Ontario was colonized (i.e., 1500-ture that suggest that many populations separated by up to tens of kilometers are not genetically distinct. The 2000 generations; Karrow and Calkin 1985; Holman 1995) . Further, if populations are replenished through grouping of Madawaska breeding aggregations together in the Bayesian analysis of population structure also high levels of migration, as our data suggest, frequent fluctuations in population size (characteristic of amexplains the instability of some of the posterior probabilities of m. Because these breeding aggregations are not phibians in general; Pechmann et al. 1991; Meyer et al. 1998) may not have a significant long-term effect on genetically independent, the posterior probability of an individual being assigned as a hybrid from this region effective population size. For example, assuming an average mutation rate of 10 Ϫ3 (e.g., Dallas 1992; Weber may be split among these aggregations. Wherever Bayesian analysis of population structure suggested that breedand Wong 1993), effective population sizes examined here range from 170 to Ͼ7000. Such large effective ing aggregations share a common origin, there were high values of m and high gene flow, although direcpopulation sizes may permit the maintenance of equilibrium conditions by buffering populations from the eftional likelihood estimates of gene flow were relatively low in some instances. fects of demographic stochasticity, particularly if bottlenecks are not prolonged.
In many cases the proportion of individuals assumed to have originated in their source population was apWe confidently interpreted a pattern of equilibrium among populations within regions, whereas divergence proximately two-thirds, which is the minimum proportion of nonmigrants allowed in BAYESASS (Wilson and between populations separated by Ͼ ‫001ف‬ km may still reflect the relative importance of drift over gene flow Rannala 2003) . In these cases, migration is likely underestimated. Estimates of m cannot be interpreted the (Hutchinson and Templeton 1999, case IV) . This pattern may also simply reflect the effect of geography, same as those of Nm, the latter being a measure of allelic establishment whereas the former reflects dispersal (alparticularly if regional groups are separated by habitat that is relatively unfavorable to dispersal, or it may be though it may also reflect the offspring of recent migrants). Despite the high levels of migration detected due to the high rate of mutation in microsatellite mark-here, our values may still be underestimates if dispersal confidence in interpreting the evolutionary role of gene flow vs. selection in maintaining "species boundaries." in R. catesbeiana is biased in favor of females as is suggested by microsatellite data (Austin et al. 2003 
